St Mary's Indian Cemetery
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This cemetery is behind the St. Mary's Church that the tribe built on Indian Road after the Burn-out. Burt Lake Band members care for the cemetery and every year place new flowers on each of the crosses.
ST MARYS INDIAN
Cemetery
Est. Approx. 1830
INDIAN CEMETERY

ANNA NANGESHKWA
LOUIS NANGESHKWA
MICHAEL KJIGOWIK
STEVE TAMA
ANNA Wassakhwanendjigan
JOHN GRANT
JOSEPH NANGESHKA
TERESA MASTEAU
BENJAMEN GRANT
DAN BODA
CHAS. B. SHANANISSIGE
MARY SHANANAKWAS
JOSEPH WASSON
IGNATUS GUJIGOWI
CATHERINE KIWE
JOSEPH TAWANOGWAM
BENJAMEN NORTEN
LOUISE MIKSI
LUCY Wassakonenjigan
AGNES MIKWASSI
ELIZABETH HAMLIN
JOHN GRANT
ANGELINE NANGESHKWA
BENJAMIN KIDANAKWOT
THERESE WEBNETUN
SARAH KJIANAKWOT
WILLIAM SWANISHING
MARY SHAWWASSON
PHILOMENA SHANANASSIGE
MATH MIKUNI
ANNA SARAH SHANANANIKWASEMCUMI
ALICE BODAIN
MARGARET BODAIN
JOSEPH NEBWETEN
JOSEPH BODAIN
WILLIAM MIKSININ
PAUL NANGESHKWA
MARY SHAWANISIGE
WILLIAM NANGESHKWA
JESSIE A. PETE
BILLY GUJIGOWE
ANTHONY SHANANANAQUOT
FRED NANGESHKWA
THELMA KEWAGSHKUMI
ANGELINE TROMBLEY
FRANK MIKININ
JULIA GRANT
WILLIAM HAMLIN

MAY 30, 1865
MAY 18, 1866
DECEMBER 26, 1865
DECEMBER 4, 1867
APRIL 3, 1868
MAY 31, 1868
JUNE 9, 1868
SEPTEMBER 10, 1868
JANUARY 11, 1869
JUNE 30, 1869
MARCH 21, 1900
JULY 4, 1890
JULY 28, 1900
AUGUST 30, 1900
OCTOBER 13, 1890
OCTOBER 19, 1890
JANUARY 1, 1891
JANUARY 19, 1891
FEBRUARY 24, 1891
AUGUST 15, 1891
SEPTEMBER 2, 1892
NOVEMBER 1, 1892
MAY 17, 1893
AUGUST 26, 1904
FEBRUARY 5, 1907
FEBRUARY 28, 1898
MARCH 3, 1898
MARCH 12, 1898
APRIL 10, 1898
APRIL 20, 1898
JULY 20, 1898
AUGUST 1, 1898
SEPTEMBER 25, 1898
DECEMBER 2, 1898
JUNE 19, 1899
APRIL 8, 1900
FEBRUARY 17, 1906
MARCH 8, 1910
JUNE 22, 1910
MARCH 31, 1910
MAY 30, 1912
JUNE 15, 1912
JANUARY 1, 1916
JUNE 22, 1914
MAY 25, 1933
JUNE 16, 1912
DECEMBER 10, 1909